As early as the 1593 Two Gentlemen of Verona, Shakespeare had mockingly questioned the Petrarchan melancholic mode that derived from Ovidian verses like these (TGOV 1.1.30ff., 3.269-70).15 Even more significantly, as far back as the early comedy Love's Labor's Lost Shakespeare had begun to associate this mode with the scholarly, satirical bent of the social critic (for an example we may note Berowne's hybridized satiric/ romantic discourse in Love's Labor's Lost 3.1, revealing a self-indulgence that is mocked by the events of that play). The linkage was a venerable one: although Shakespeare was doubtless more familiar with Ovid than with the Greek poet Archilochus, that primal satirist's work suggests the origin of critical invective in frustrated erotic longing like that expressed in the Ovidian verses quoted above. In lines predating Ovid's by eight centuries, Archilochus complained of "the passion of love that has twisted its way beneath my heartstrings, . .. stealing the soft heart from inside my body"; his next verse fragment beseeches Apollo to "single out the guilty ones; / destroy them."16 Thus, the earliest satire provided a paradoxical model for both the Ovidian/Petrarchan love-sufferer and confrontational satiric speakers like Berowne, who reclaim masculinity in defiance of Cupid's theft of their "soft heart." As You Like It, more overtly than any other Shakespearean play, stages this age-old connection between lovelonging and satiric spleen, dramatizing the paradoxical link between the romantic poet's self-obsessed, anti-relational discourse and the social reformer's angry rhetoric. In doing so, the comedy expresses Shakespeare's complex but coherent ambivalence toward the romantic attitudes found in the work of "that most capricious poet, honest Ovid" (AYLI 3.3.7).16 Shakespeare's play also discloses his antipathy toward both Petrarchan and satiric dramatic formulas. Dismissing both the anti-comic impulses of romantic idealization and satiric misogyny, Shakespeare dismissesor "purges"-Jonson.
The poets' war was, in fact, inspired by such broad theoretical differences regarding comedy as this thesis suggests. The playwrights' staged caricatures are properly regarded as embodiments not merely of one another's techniques but also of their own competing comic strategies; the attacks are also defenses. Jonson's satiric approach, which criticized social foolishness from a learned, isolated, embattled, and intrinsically misogynistic perspective, invoked tension and distance between playwright and audience as well as between audience members themselves. His plays are frequently introduced by authorial spokesmen who urge male audience members to judge the plays from a detached, reasoning perspective, and to avoid the seductive, "feminizing" corruption of opinion-sharing. ing male-authored judgments of her worth, becomes radically inaccessible, speaking fewer and fewer lines until she disappears from the script entirely nine scenes before the play's close.25 But the female hero of As You Like It resists such erasure by conspicuously foiling masculine attempts to define her or her gender. In the process, she undermines both the Ovidian/Petrarchan and satiric claims for the isolated male self, shattering the oppositional paradigm of self and other on which both depend. Asper/Macilente, we recall, defends the self-made man when in the conclusion of the play he reclaims his own psychic stability by imaginatively dismissing both feminine and feminized influences. In As You Like It, Shakespeare chooses a mythic warrior to destabilize the limited and lonely vision of self thus constructed: the powerfully connective androgyne, Rosalind/Ganymede. Cry the man mercy, love him, take his offer; Foul is most foul, being foul to be a scoffer. 
